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The Gospel of Mark

1974-04-14

lane s work on the gospel of mark is a contribution to the new international commentary on the new testament
prepared by some of the world s leading scholars the series provides an exposition of the new testament books that
is thorough and fully abreast of modern scholarship yet faithful to the scriptures as the infallible word of god

Loosing the Lion: Proclaiming the Gospel of Mark

2017

drama irony betrayal miracles a holy war with the whole world at stake and it s all packed into the shortest of
the four gospels written in an engaging lively oral style loosing the lion tells us how despite being
misunderstood and neglected throughout most of history the gospel of mark has recently been experiencing a
scholarly revival theologians are beginning to see how it is actually an intense wild impossible story told at a
breakneck pace with twists and turns that shock and surprise those with eyes to see and ears to hear readers will
be captivated by the gospel s literary brilliance which brings us to the threshold of an encounter with the living
jesus who reveals his mysteries and ultimately himself to those who approach him and dwell in his presence and
when we do encounter him the proper response is repentance joining god s army to be liberated and once liberated
advancing the liberation of the whole cosmos which ultimately is the content of the gospel jesus calls us to
believe in liberation is coming join the resistance

The Gospel of John

1994-10-18

this popular verse by verse exposition of john based on bruce s own translation of the gospel reflects bruce s
customary ability to make the benefits of his scholarship accesible to the general reader footnotes and
bibliography are included pointing the reader to resources for further study

Love in the Gospel of John

2013-11-19

the command to love is central to the gospel of john internationally respected scholar francis moloney offers a
thorough exploration of this theme focusing not only on jesus s words but also on his actions instead of merely
telling people that they must love one another jesus acts to make god s love known and calls all who follow him to



do the same this capstone work on john s gospel uses a narrative approach to delve deeply into a theme at the
heart of the fourth gospel and the life of the christian church uniting rigorous exegesis with theological and
pastoral insight it makes a substantive contribution to contemporary johannine scholarship

The Gospel of John

2010-11-01

in the resonate series the stories and insights of each book of the bible are brought into conversation with
contemporary voices of hope and lament in this volume we journey through the gospel of john with paul louis
metzger who wrestles with the question of what happens when god who is love comes to town and takes up residence
among us

A Study of the Gospel of John

2014-07-14

in this gospel john focused on jesus as the son of god throughout we find jesus speaking often of the relationship
he enjoys with god the father to understand the life and times of jesus of nazareth we must each necessarily study
all four gospels with its special emphasis on jesus christ son of god john s gospel is a wonderful choice to start
a study of the bible every man woman and child will benefit from the lessons recorded by john

The Gospel of Matthew

2002

from ancient times the gospel of matthew has been regarded as the church gospel its aims are preeminently
catechetical pastoral and missionary but recent research raises many questionsregarding matthew s creation
theological intentions and shapingfor the circle of its first recipients this highly original commentary by rudolf
schnackenburgfollows matthew chapter by chapter and verse by verse carefullyexplaining and interpreting the text
against both its primitive andcurrent horizons schnackenburg sees matthew s purpose as simply the proclamation of
christian salvation his commentary givesextra attention to the great discourses of jesus found in matthew such as
the sermon on the mount showing how jesus wordsand works have special currency for the self understanding of
thechurch and for the task of christian living today written by a master exegete with a pastor s sensitivity
thiscommentary will fast become a classic study of matthew s gospel



Reading the Gospel of Mark as a Novel

2014-11-12

the world is flooded with novels about secret messages or hidden texts they all pretend to reveal the ultimate
truth of jesus in this book geert van oyen goes back to the oldest gospel and explores its story as a challenging
and revolutionary message for any reader by employing a narrative critical approach van oyen demonstrates how the
narrator accompanies readers in their quest for the identity of the protagonist jesus along the way readers will
discover that faith in jesus is not a matter of theoretical truth but of practical experience who can remain
indifferent when they hear the paradox at the heart of the gospel whoever wishes to become great among you must be
your servant and whoever wishes to be first among you must be slave of all

Preaching the Gospel of John

2004-01-01

in this accessible treatment of the major themes of the gospel of john renowned new testament scholar lamar
williamson blends the best of biblical scholarship and a close reading of the fourth gospel to meet the practical
needs of weekly preaching a more reflective gospel in which the risen jesus speaks in signs and discourses john
does not simply tell stories but allows us to experience the word and to see jesus offering living water to the
aridity of the institutional church and bread to the hungry hearts of individual disciples more than mere
exposition preaching the gospel of johnincludes at the end of each passage three to five possibilities for
preaching the text creative and pertinent suggestions that can help preachers apply the words of the fourth gospel
to the lives of today s churchgoers proclaiming the living word is a major theme of the gospel of john and this
clear and insightful commentary captures that message in the preaching moment

The Gospel of Jesus Christ

2016-12-15

paul washer escorts readers through a biblical overview of the good news about jesus presenting passage after
passage from the bible washer describes the holy character of god the human problem of sin and the divine solution
found in jesus s redemptive life death and resurrection for all who repent and believe if you are interested in
knowing the basic claims of the gospel or know someone exploring the truths of christ this succinct treatment of
the greatest news the world has ever heard is just what you need



The Gospel of John

2010-12-03

part of the genius of the gospel of john comes from how the author infuses the gospel message into every part of
the gospel in the gospel of john a thematic approach jackson painter investigates john s literary theological
strategy by identifying seven key themes and showing the reader how to detect them in any portion of the gospel as
well as how to see the themes interacting with one another to create john s distinct theological message about
jesus christ the son of god the author gives numerous examples of the elements and motifs that comprise the themes
and presents three studies that illustrate how the themes interact students of the gospel of john will come away
with a newfound ability to understand and interpret the gospel of john

Windows on Paradise

2009-10-13

what hope can jesus christ offer to people who have been damaged by life or rejected by society does his gospel
have answers for us today as well as for a life to come he says he has the right to rule but what sort of a king
is he and what difference does his kingdom make in the world now in his gospel luke presents scenes from a life
without equal showing how christ proved to be the champion of the outcast and oppressed who lifts up those who
have been lost and forgotten and makes them his own forever the most profound questions about time eternity and
death are found in christ according to luke and he makes it clear that he found in christ someone worthy to rule
both his life and his destiny by gathering several of these scenes together david gooding presents an overview of
leading themes in luke s gospel from the individual stories he shows that the gospel of christ does not ignore the
hard facts of reality taking the scenes together he shows that the paradise that christ spoke of is more real than
we can imagine and that the one who promised its life and rest is faithful beyond what we could hope

The Gospel of Jesus

2021-08-10

we all know the gospels of matthew mark luke and john but what was the gospel of jesus is it possible to know what
jesus s original audience heard as the good news jesus s gospel has been lost from sight hidden behind the version
preferred by the church in the gospel of jesus james m robinson acclaimed expert on early christian studies gets
to the true historical message of jesus the gospel of jesus draws on a combination of the most ancient and
authentic texts to reveal what jesus really said and to illuminate what he may still have to say to us today
robinson not only reconstructs the good news jesus preached and practiced two thousand years ago but also shows
how relevant that message still is and how we can apply it to our lives today the gospel of jesus offers one of



the most authentic and stirring accounts ever written of the message preached by christ james m robinson is the
founding director emeritus of the institute for antiquity and christianity arthur j letts professor of religion at
the claremont graduate school and co chair of the international q project he is the author of trajectories through
early christianity a new quest of the historical jesus the gospel of jesus and the secrets of judas the
distillation of a distinguished career devoted to the exploration of christian origins robinson s gospel of jesus
presents a succinct account of what the historical jesus taught robinson s reconstruction of q the sayings source
underlying matthew and luke provides the script on which he builds his judicious and moving portrait of jesus
harold attridge dean yale divinity school

The Gospel in the Dock

2008

c s lewis famously penned the phrase god in the dock and proposed that there was a great divide between ancient
and modern humans in that our ancestors would have rightly seen themselves in the dock before god while we moderns
have placed god there before us but what if what god s love most desires for us the gospel or good news of the
only way of life for humanity has been in the dock before us from the time of adam and eve and what if it is also
the case that the gospel is often in the dock as though it is not good even for the church this book builds upon
and expands the life and death stakes lewis proposed by demonstrating that the gospel way of faith itself has been
placed in the dock by us and in many ways ruined our relationships with god with our own selves with one another
and even with the natural world itself which we are meant to steward for its good in these pages the reader will
discover why the gospel that requires faith is good news but why we so tragically default to our divisive and self
destructive ways

John

2021-10-01

a series of bible study guides following the format and content of the niv application commentaries series each
study looks at the original meaning bridging contexts and contemporary significance of the text and offers small
group participants a better understanding and relevant application of the biblical material to their daily lives

The Gospel of John

2018-06-28

the worlds most valuable message packaged to appeal to the lost this unique conveniently sized gospel of john uses
a very eye catching cover to stir curiosity designed after ray comforts best selling gospel tract with over 60



million in print its a sure way to get the worlds attention this creative approach makes it easy to share the
gospel and conveys a message far more valuable than a mere one million dollars how to find the riches of
everlasting life includes a gospel presentation as well as the uniqueness of jesusa 14 page summary of jesus
unprecedented words and unparalleled works ideal for personal witnessing church outreach and evangelism events

Salvation in the Gospel of Mark

2004

the gospel of mark portrays jesus making impossible demands on his disciples they must follow him even if it costs
them their lives and unsurprisingly this proves to be impossible for them to do they fail drastically in mark s
narrative and run from the scene as jesus is arrested peter had been determined to stay by him unto death but even
he was not able to admit to knowing jesus at that crucial moment the strange thing is that jesus made it clear
that it is impossible to enter the kingdom of god without this sort of radical discipleship in this narrative
study of salvation in the gospel of mark this conundrum is studied closely with surprising results an
investigation of various socio historical aspects of mark s background elucidate the connection that mark makes
between the death of jesus and the following of the disciples and a study of mark s narrative as a whole shows
that mark provides hope for those without courage to follow if they continue to look and listen carefully the
mystery will be unveiled to them

Drawn Into the Mystery of Jesus Through the Gospel of John

2007

jean vanier celebrates the gospel of john in his highly anticipated latest work drawn into the mystery of jesus
through the gospel of john thoroughly personal and inspiring it challenges all christians to encounter the
fullness of life lived in close communion with god vanier writes these insights that i share in this book come
from the life of jesus in me they also flow from my life with people who are weak and who have taught me to
welcome jesus from the place of the poverty in me jean vanier was a friend and influential mentor to the late
henri nouwen toward the end of his life nouwen left harvard to live and work at one of jean vanier s l arche
communities this was perhaps the most profound experience of christianity nouwen experienced the thought and
spiritual direction discipleship of jean vanier is available to all in drawn into the mystery of jesus through the
gospel of john

The Gospel of John

2021-12-07



this highly accessible 2007 commentary brings readers into the cultural world of the gospel

The Gospel of John

1966

christianity today 2023 book award finalist biblical studies john is a gospel of abundant truth life and love
david ford one of the world s leading christian theologians invites readers into a fresh profound encounter with
jesus through the gospel of john in this comprehensive theological commentary this commentary will appeal to a
wide audience including pastors church leaders and other readers interested in the intersection of theology and
spirituality it will also be of interest to professors and students doing research on john and the reception of
the gospel in christian theology

The Gospel of Mark

2014-07-14

mark is the gospel for youth it is so brief so vivid so stirring so strong and these same qualities adapt the
story to the active restless vigorous spirit of the whole modern world it represents our lord as the mighty wonder
working son of god and thus bears a special message to an age which needs a word of divine authority and a new
vision of the present limitless redeeming power of christ it is a story of service and is in harmony with the
heroism and self sacrifice which illumine these dark years of cruel suffering as it pictures to us the servant of
god who came not to be ministered unto but to minister and to give his life a ransom for many the purpose of the
following outline studies is to aid in fixing the thought upon the successive swiftly changing scenes of the story
in order to arouse deeper devotion to the master and to inspire wider service in his name foreword

John: The Gospel of Wisdom

2009-08-14

when the spirit of truth comes he will guide you into all the truth john 16 13 he who saw this has testified so
that you also may believe his testimony is true and he knows he is telling the truth john 19 35 with time and
experience comes wisdom john the longest surviving of the apostles recorded in his gospel a portrait of jesus that
displays the depth of years of reflection on who jesus is and what he means to the world writing in light of the
philosophies of his day john describes jesus as the incarnate word the divine logos the embodiment of all truth
and wisdom in this last volume of the biblical imagination series michael card completes his work on the four
gospels he shows how john stands alongside the other gospel writers to fill out the picture of jesus divine
identity with stories and sayings of jesus not recorded by the others this jesus reorients our understanding of



ourselves and the world around us offering us nothing less than the way the truth and the life like john before
him card has written these words so that we may better believe that jesus is the messiah the son of god and that
by believing we have life in his name

And He Dwelt Among Us

2009-05

many christians are familiar with the prophetic voice of tozer but few living today were blessed to sit under his
weekly teaching from the pulpit the gospel of john was tozer s favorite book of the bible and the focus of these
writings adapted from sermons given to his parishioners is the incarnation and what it means for believers lives
christ came down to earth to lift men and women up into the heavenlies no other new testament writer not even the
amazing apostle paul presents christ with a passion equal to john s whom jesus called the beloved tozer captures
the spirit of john and presents his winsome and enthralling portrait of christ challenging readers to discover a
fresh and overwhelming desire for him readers will be captivated anew by the one we call lord

The Gospel of John

2017-03-16

this scarce antiquarian book is a facsimile reprint of the original due to its age it may contain imperfections
such as marks notations marginalia and flawed pages because we believe this work is culturally important we have
made it available as part of our commitment for protecting preserving and promoting the world s literature in
affordable high quality modern editions that are true to the original work

The Gospel of John

2021-09-01

the gospel of john theological ecumenical readings brings together leading catholic orthodox and evangelical
theologians to read and interpret john s gospel from within their ecclesial tradition while simultaneously
engaging one another in critical dialogue combining both theological exegesis and ecumenical dialogue each chapter
is uniquely structured with a main essay by a catholic orthodox or evangelical theologian on a section of john s
gospel followed by two responses from theologians of the other two traditions the chapter concludes with a final
response from the main author readers are thus provided with not only a deep and engaging reading of the gospel of
john but also the unfolding of a rich theological ecumenical dialogue centered on an authority for all christians
namely the gospel of john



Gospel of the Kingdom

2019-07-16

a short accessible guide to the gospel of mark for individuals and groups

The Gospel of John in Christian History, (Expanded Edition)

2018-11-17

this collection of essays on john by j louis martyn gathers four additional johannine essays into a single volume
augmenting the three published earlier in the gospel of john in christian history 1978 in addition to the essays
published in the third edition of history and theology in the fourth gospel 2003 these two volumes preserve for
later generations the complete set of martyn published works on john in a timely way the publication of this
volume follows the 50th anniversary of the publication of history and theology 1968 which john ashton regarded as
the most important single johannine monograph since the commentary of rudolf bultmann it also follows the 40th
anniversary of the publication of his second johannine book which serves as the core of the present volume from
the editor s preface

An Exposition of the Gospel of John

2017-07-06

unlike the other three gospels john is primarily theology not synoptic john s purpose is to prove that jesus is
the son of god coeternal coessential and coequal with the father the preponderance of evidence john cites for the
deity of jesus christ is so conclusive that those who stridently oppose the facts like the religious leaders of
jesus day reveal a level of moral antagonism that merits condemnation only grace can conquer such animosity of
heart and enable the mind to consider the gospel message that is the message of the gospel of john

I Am

2022-08-11

this book is written with the intent of reaching those people who are interested in learning about the gospel of
jesus christ but are not yet comfortable reading from the bible it is written in the form of a novel in a logical
chronology which endeavors to combine the four gospel accounts following the feasts of the jewish calendar and set
within the historical context of the time it includes the author s own spiritual insights into jesus s words and
works inserted into the gospel story this book truly contains something for everyone for the seeker it provides a



good place to start the accompanying scripture references are intended to direct the reader to the true biblical
account for the novice this account will go a long way to filling any gaps in understanding the biblical narrative
and the author s spiritual insights will challenge even the substantial knowledge of the most learned of bible
scholars expect to be entertained encouraged and challenged by this novel approach to the gospel of jesus christ
come rediscover god s spiritual truth knowing that iron sharpens iron

The Gospel and the Gospels

2012-06-14

a robust scholarly defense of the distinctiveness of the canonical gospels do the four new testament gospels share
some essence that distinguishes them from noncanonical early gospels the tendency among biblical scholars of late
has been to declare the answer to this question no that matthew mark luke and john were grouped together by
happenstance and are defended as canonical today despite there being no essential commonalities between them simon
gathercole challenges this prevailing view and argues that in fact the theological content of the new testament
gospels distinguishes them substantially from noncanonical gospels gathercole shows how the gospels of matthew
mark luke and john each include four key points that also formed the core of early christian preaching and
teaching jesus s identity as messiah the saving death of jesus the resurrection of jesus and scripture s
foretelling of the christ event in contrast most noncanonical gospels like the gospel of thomas the gospel of
truth and marcion s gospel only selectively appropriated these central concerns of early christian proclamation

The Liberating Mission of Jesus

2014-07-14

the liberating mission of jesus deals with the central message of the gospel of luke provocatively arguing that
the liberating mission of jesus has two central themes the universality of the love of god and the special love
god has for the defenseless of society both of these pillars form the bedrock of luke s theological vision animate
his gospel throughout and summarize the good news of the reign of god in subversive and radical form this book
shows how the liberating message announced by jesus as well as his liberating practice is manifested throughout
the gospel and its implications for christian life today through this thorough treatment the full depth of luke s
vision of the liberating mission of jesus is shown to be a paradigm for the personal and collective witness of
believers regardless of the social political cultural or religious boundaries that try to inhibit them from giving
witness to the god of life

A Study of the Gospel of Mark

1976



mark s gospel shows jesus as the perfect servant of god jesus came to earth at god s request to serve mankind that
service of course would take him to the cross where he would be cruelly treated tortured and crucified while on
the cross jesus carried the sins of the world on his shoulders before god the judge his sacrifice on mankind s
behalf was accepted by god now he can offer forgiveness of sins and eternal life to all who repent and believe
jesus service was twofold he came to earth as a servant of god to faithfully serve the needs of mankind mark s
gospel is a wonderful presentation of the life teaching and miracles performed by the perfect servant of god jesus
christ

The Gospel of John

2021-08-12

rediscover the faith lessons of the gospel of john through this captivating commentary collection from james
montgomery boice now in paper

Sin, the Human Predicament, and Salvation in the Gospel of John

1865

mathew e sousa demonstrates that in certain respects john s doctrine of salvation fails to align with its
customary depiction in johannine scholarship sousa suggests that according to john the human predicament is not
merely unbelief or a lack of mental perception and jesus s mission consists not merely of revelation and or a
purely forensic atonement rather jesus is for john the one who makes true and everlasting life an accomplished
fact for humanity and in doing so jesus reveals the true nature of the predicament from which he saves sousa
argues that salvation in the gospel of john concerns ethics and the quality or condition of human corporeality the
matters of sin and death in particular also make clear that according to john the human predicament is a reality
that in various ways persists for believers as they both are and become children of god sousa thus concludes that
salvation for john consists of far more than the emergence of belief in a moment of decision

Commentary on the Gospel of St. John

2018-10-30

the gospel of john in modern interpretation provides a unique look at the lives and work of eight interpreters who
have significantly influenced johannine studies over the last two centuries the chapters contain short
biographical sketches of the scholars that illuminate their personal and academic lives followed by summaries and
evaluations of their major works and concluding with an analysis of the ongoing relevance of their work in
contemporary johannine scholarship key thinkers surveyed include c h dodd rudolph bultmann raymond brown leon



morris and r alan culpepper an introduction and conclusion by general editors stanley porter and ron fay trace the
development of johannine scholarship from f c baur to the present and examine how these eight scholars
contributions to johannine studies have shaped the field anyone interested in the recent history of the study of
john will find this volume indispensable

The Gospel of John in Modern Interpretation

2015-09-01

with so many versions of the gospel being marketed to the public which message is correct why do so many
professing christians not know the essential elements of the message that paul deemed to be the very power of god
for salvation romans 1 16 the gospel of our grandfathers offers a theologically deep yet understandable overview
of the glorious gospel that was once for all delivered to the saints jude 3 ideal for small group study personal
devotion evangelism or new member instruction this study explores the gospel in five sections the attributes of
god the depravity of fallen man the substitutionary atonement of christ man s response repentance and faith
assurance of salvation the gospel of our grandfathers is a simple work that seeks to bring you face to face with
the attributes of god the plight of man the excellence and sufficiency of christ the application of redemption and
the assurance of salvation whether you are a seasoned follower of christ a new christian or a curious skeptic you
will find in this account a clear biblically saturated presentation of the message that men of old have proclaimed
and men of valor are called to proclaim still j a white lists the facts of the gospel of jesus christ and shows
his reader that in short this is your father s and grandfather s religion rick walston phd president of columbia
evangelical seminary a clear and faithful presentation of the gospel of jesus christ once delivered to the saints
the gospel of our grandfathers will deepen your understanding and encourage your soul greg gilbert author of what
is the gospel and pastor of third avenue baptist church in louisville ky in the gospel of our grandfathers john
white points the reader s gaze to the god of the gospel portraying the various facets of his character and his
work for the salvation of sinners through jesus christ amply supported by scripture and expanded upon by gospel
sages past and present the thoughts john shares in this warm hearted book will enrich your love for christ deepen
your appreciation for the faith once delivered to the saints and equip you to deliver the gospel to the next
generation with clarity and depth this present generation and the generations to come are well served by this
resource milton vincent author of a gospel primer for christians

THE GOSPEL OF OUR GRANDFATHERS

1874

the gospel of grace this book is about the process of deciding how we determine our use of any particular biblical
text in essence we are each other the architect of our own biblical house let s take an honest look at how we have
designed our individual house in this inspired and engaging work mark wickstrom shows how conflicting religious
opinions derive not from contradictions in the bible but from personal agendas that contradict the gospel of grace



he identifies the timeless truths cultural norms personal opinions and random texts that suit personal agendas and
may create divisions among the faithful read the gospel of grace to discover how to create deeper understanding
and unity in faith communities large and small

The Gospel of the Resurrection

2012-01-23

the gospel of john was long assumed to be the work of an eyewitness usually identified as john son of zebedee more
recently many have judged it the unhistorical product of a johannine community reconsideration by richard bauckham
has suggested that the author was a jerusalem disciple who housed the last supper this book explores the
possibility that he was present at most of the events he described it contends that john s gospel reveals the real
jesus and that the evangelist was one of the most perceptive christian writers of all time the gospel strongly
advocates belief that jesus was uniquely related to god and hence uniquely authoritative thus providing an urgent
evangelical thrust to this book

The Gospel Of Grace

2018-03-22

The Eagle Returns
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